
If you would like to share any feedback directly with a Malabar employee, 
please contact us at: (02) 6542 0283 or via email: info@malabarcoal.com.au

BENEFITS

Local Benefits 

A local project needs to benefit locals. 
For Malabar, this means putting the region 
and its communities first. 

If you would like to share any feedback with Malabar, 
please contact us at: (02) 6542 0283 or via email: info@malabarcoal.com.au

More jobs for the region
To continue to be a vibrant community, we need a wide range 
of jobs, for a wide range of people. Malabar estimates the 
project will generate about 350 new direct, long term jobs for 
the region along with many more indirect jobs. These jobs will 
generate around $55 million in wages delivered into the local 
economy each year. Malabar will also provide training for local 
people so the skills to operate an underground mine can be 
developed within the local area and support the sustainability of 
the region. 

Supporting local business
The Project will support the vitality and growth of local and 
regional businesses, through spending on capital infrastructure 
and ongoing operating inputs (such as maintenance supplies 
and services along with a range of professional services).

Malabar has provided funding to local community groups for 
over six years and will continue to provide support for a range 
of organisations.

Certainty
Certainty that there will never be an open-cut coal mine 
within EL 5460.

An economic boost for the State
The Project will generate $1 billion to $1.25 billion for the 
NSW State Government and local Council through coal 
royalties, taxes and council rates over the initial 26 years of 
the project, providing funds for hospitals, schools and regional 
infrastructure.

It will also provide $500 million to $700 million annually in 
export income for NSW.

Better rehabilitation outcomes
Malabar will deliver a more visually appealing final landform 
outcome by placing reject stone and rock from underground 
operations in the legacy voids at the former Drayton Mine.

Co-existence
The Maxwell Project is designed to have minimal effect on 
our neighbours while enhancing existing local industries 
and activities. 

This means the community can continue to reap the benefits 
of many different strong local industries that have worked 
side by side for over a century, and all the jobs and economic 
investment they provide.


